
Week beginning 10th September 

Welcome to year 2! Everyone has settled into the new routine and are enjoying the exciting 

activities. 

In English we listened to the story of ‘Little Mouses’s Big Book of Fears’. In small groups we 

brainstormed what our fears were. Some of us were scared of spiders, the dark, bugs, 

clowns, rats and many more. We learnt about using conjunctions and had to write a 

sentence explaining what we were scared of and how we could change that fear into a 

positive. We’ve decided to make our very own class of big book of fears! 

 

We’ve been focusing on place value in maths. We have all individually worked with our 

teachers and then played the Nice or Nasty game. 

 

The focus in history this week was to brainstorm what we already knew about the subject. 

Lots of us remembered facts from the Great Fire of London. 

 

In handwriting this week we practised correctly forming the letters ‘i’ and ‘u’. 

 

In PE we have been working on a 1,2,3 point and patch balance. This week we had the 

opportunity to use the apparatus and show different ways of travelling on them. 

                   

 



On Friday we all went to the Kings Theatre to watch the production of ‘Awful Auntie’. We 

were all very excited and in the days leading up to it we were able to watch a clip of what 

was to come! Everyone was so well behaved and thoroughly enjoyed the production, lots of 

laughter!! 

This year we are really focusing on Respect and last week we talked about what Respect 

meant and then devised our very own class of rules that everyone abides to. A copy of this 

is displayed in both classrooms. 

 

We are RESPECTFUL 

To keep us safe, happy and learning. 

 

I am kind to everybody 

I sit and listen carefully 

I respect myself and stay safe 

I can say good things about myself 

I share 

I think about other’s feelings 

I work as a team 

I try my best. 

Have fun and smile! 

When people show respect to themselves, others or school property they have the 

opportunity to move their name from ‘earth’ along 8 stars and up to the ‘moon’. 

Every Friday, if your name is on the moon you have ‘rocket reward’ in the afternoon. 

Last week everyone enjoyed their reward of pass the parcel on the field. 

This week we watched a clip of people doing amazing tricks. 

 


